
Why Protest the

Judge Rotenberg Center?
 

 

 

The Judge Rotenberg Center (JRC) in Canton, MA, is the ONLY facility in the United States that actively 

uses remote-control electric skin shock as a ‘behavioral modification’ technique on its ‘students.’

200 children (ages three through adulthood) with developmental challenges, auti

‘served’ at JRC each year.  The cost per child is 

That means that over $40 million in taxpayer money

Facts about JRC: 
 

• While the school describes each shock as feeling like a “bee sting,” one MA 

unbearable…I felt like I was being electrocuted.” 

herself at occupyjrc.org) 
 

• In 2011, Dr. Matthew Israel (Founder/Director of JRC) was forced to resign due to charges of misleading a 

witness and destroying evidence pertaining to an incident where two children were shocked
 

• The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture declared JRC’s actions to be torture and the MA State 

Senate has expressed strong opposition. 
 

• Claiming that some students develop a tolerance for the original shock device, JRC developed an updated 

shock device that is three times as powerful as the original.
 

• In addition to shock, JRC has also made extensive use of other aversives, including significant denial of fo

forced inhalation of ammonia, “white noise helmets,” and brutal restraint techniques.
 

• JRC has been cited many times over the years for deaths due to extreme medical negligence, misuse of 

aversives, and restraint.  Injuries from burns sustained as the 
 

• Investigations have revealed that children can be shocked for ‘offenses’ as minor as raising hands, fidgeting, 

talking out of turn and reacting with fear when other children around them are shocked.

• All students are under 24/7 video surveillance throughout ALL of JRC’s facilities

bathrooms. 

• In what JRC refers to as “behavioral research lessons,” students are sometimes forced to engage in 

‘misbehavior’ and shocked or punished whether or not they obey.
 

• There are very few, if any, teachers and classes at this ‘school.’  Instead, JRC uses computerized, self

education and often disregards students’ state
 

• Students are not allowed to socialize with other students or staff except in the “rewards” area, and are rarely 

allowed to talk with therapists (as the JRC perspective 
 

• This year, Andre McCollins’ mother filed suit to have the JRC’s recording of her son’s 

of being restrained and shocked at JRC facilities released.  JRC had a local court seal the tapes.

Although legislative bills designed to stop this practice have been 

introduced for over 20 years, NONE have passed.

For more information, contact: info@occupyjrc.org
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has expressed strong opposition. Sen. John Kerry called the shocks an “inhumane form of discipline.”
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The Judge Rotenberg Center (JRC) in Canton, MA, is the ONLY facility in the United States that actively 

control electric skin shock as a ‘behavioral modification’ technique on its ‘students.’ 
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news anchor testing the device on 

In 2011, Dr. Matthew Israel (Founder/Director of JRC) was forced to resign due to charges of misleading a 

witness and destroying evidence pertaining to an incident where two children were shocked over 100 times. 

The United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture declared JRC’s actions to be torture and the MA State 

Sen. John Kerry called the shocks an “inhumane form of discipline.” 

students develop a tolerance for the original shock device, JRC developed an updated 

In addition to shock, JRC has also made extensive use of other aversives, including significant denial of food, 

forced inhalation of ammonia, “white noise helmets,” and brutal restraint techniques. 

JRC has been cited many times over the years for deaths due to extreme medical negligence, misuse of 

result of shock are common. 

Investigations have revealed that children can be shocked for ‘offenses’ as minor as raising hands, fidgeting, 

talking out of turn and reacting with fear when other children around them are shocked. 

, including in bedrooms and 

In what JRC refers to as “behavioral research lessons,” students are sometimes forced to engage in 

There are very few, if any, teachers and classes at this ‘school.’  Instead, JRC uses computerized, self-directed 

mandated Individual Education Plans (IEPs). 

ts are not allowed to socialize with other students or staff except in the “rewards” area, and are rarely 

This year, Andre McCollins’ mother filed suit to have the JRC’s recording of her son’s seven-hour-long ordeal 

ng restrained and shocked at JRC facilities released.  JRC had a local court seal the tapes. 

Although legislative bills designed to stop this practice have been  

introduced for over 20 years, NONE have passed. 
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